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SUMMARY
A. kf_lz@3.
General explicit expressions sre derived for the harmonic forces
produced at the hub by u n-bladed unbalanced helicopter rotor. Imbal-
ances due to property differences among the blades and to nonuniform
spacing between the blades are considered. It is shown mathematically
that these two types of iribalanceshave equivalent effects. Forces
applied to the hub both in and normal to the plane of rotation of the
‘r’ blades sre analyzed. The additional first hsmnonic forces transmitted
to the hub in the plane of rotation by an asymmetric rotor-blade system
4 may be especially appreciable due to the influence of the high static
centrifugal forces exerted by each blade. Simple expressions sre derived
for the amplitudes of these forces. The effect of small simultaneous
property and spacing imbalances can be obtained by superposition of the
separate effects of each inibalance. Numerical examples are given
throughout to illustrate the order of magnitude of the results obtained
herein. For convenient reference, an analysis of the forces transmitted
to the hub by a balanced rotor of n blades 1s given.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this investigation is to present an analysis of the
effect of imbalances in helicopter rotor blades on the net forces pro-
duced by n blades at the hub in flight. Two types of imbalances are
distinguished in this analysis. One t=, to be denoted as a “property
imbalance,” occurs when one or more blades differ slightly in construc-
tion from that of a standard or reference Made in the rotor. For
example, a blade may have a slightly different blade angle, blade twist,
or chord distribution from that of the reference blade. The other type
of imbalance, to be denoted herein as “eccentricity iribalance,”is due
to slightly unequal angular (azimuth) spacings between the blades. Both
types of imbalances, which result in an azimuthal lack of perfect symme-
try h the rotor-blade system, are usually unintentional, and hence
small, and are due to imperfections or tolerances in manufacturing.
Basically, the effect of a property inibalanceis to cause the unbalanced
I
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blade, at any given azimuth position, to transmit to the hub a dynamic
or aerodynamic load different from that of the reference blade when it k
is at the same azimuth. It will be proved, moreover, that the effect
of an eccentricity imbalance is analogous to that of a property imbalance.
A study of the effect of rotor imbalances is of practical interest,
since even a comparatively small imbalance may be capable of producing
a significant effect on the harmonic loads transmitted to the hub simul-
taneously by all of the blades. The reason for this is that a balanced
rotor with n blades will produce at the hub only harmonic forces with
frequencies which are multiples of n (e.g., refs. 1 to 3). Conse-
quently, only the higher harmonics acting on a single blade will be
transmitted to the hub by a balanced rotor of more than two blades. For
a rotor of three blades, for example, only the second and higher harmonic
loads acting on a single blade will contribute to the lowest (third) har-
monic forces acting at the hub. An imbalance in the rotor, however, will
transmit additional harmonic loads which otherwise would not appear. In
particular, appreciable first harmonic loads at the hub may now appear.
A systematic analysis of the effect of rotor imbalance on the net
forces transmitted to the hub by all of the blades does not appear to
have been”given thus far in the literature. The aim of the present
report is to furnish ,suchan analysis. A comp=atively brief discus-
sion of the effect of rotor imbalance is given in reference 3.
+
.—
b.
The analysis in the present investigation is sufficiently general
to take account of simultaneousproperty and eccentricity imbalances in
any number of the blades of a rotor. Moreover, this analysis is also
sufficiently general to take account of property imbalances due to any
cause. Restriction to a particular type of property imbalance is made
only in the numerical examples. Finally, forces applied to the hub both
in and normal to the plane of rotation of the blades are analyzed.
This investigation consists of three main sections. First, an
analysis of loads transmitted to the hub by balanced blades will be
given. Although a limited number of references on this subject exist
(refs. 1 to 3), it appears worthwhile to include a separate section on
balanced blades for convenient reference and for a clearer appreciation
of the analysis and effect of unbalanced blades. In the second section,
the additional loads transmitted to the hub in a direction normal to the
plane of rotation of the blades by imbalances in a rotor are derived.
The effects of property imbalances, eccentricity inibalances,and simul-
taneous property and eccentricity imbalances in the blades ere analyzed
in general terms, and general conclusions of physical interest are
drawn. Numerical examples are then given to illustrate the results.
The third section deals similarly with the loads produced at the hub in
the plane of rotation by unbalanced blades. In the entire analysis, the
*
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results are given in terms of the forces
d gle rotating helicopter bl@e in flight,
or given.
3
transmitted to the hub by a sin-
and these sre regarded as known
This work, carried out at the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn
Aeronautical Laboratories, was sponsored by and conducted with the finan-
cial assistance of the National Adviso~ Committee for Aeronautics.
SYMBOLS
Ael amplitude of increment of first harmonic load component pro-
duced at hub by small eccentricity imbalfmces
% smplitude of increment of first harmonic load component pro-
duced at hub by small simultaneous property and eccentric-
ity imbalances
*’
“’s
coefficients of increments in mth harmonic
forces in x’-, y’-, and z-directions,
respectively, produced at hub by property
i?ibalancesin a rotor (eqs. (18a) and (33))
coefficients of increments in mth harmonic
forces in x’-, y’-, and z-directions, respec-
tively, produced at hub by eccentricity imbal-
ances in a rotor (eqs. (2~a) and (39a))
}
A“x’m-’’ruru ~“m$ coefficients of increments in mth harmonic
Lwxlm,&’’ylm,Ab”zm
forces in x’-, y’-, snd z-directions,
respectively, produced at hub by simulta-
neous property and eccentricity imbalances
in a rotor (eqs. (29a) and (44a))
e distance between blade hinge ~d S,XLSof rotation (fig. 1)
F
~> Fym)Fzm net mth harmonic forces in x-, y-, and z-
directions, respectively, tranmdtted by
rotor to hub
Fmlls#’ym.s&ms mth hsrmonic forces in x-, y-, and z-directions,
respectively, produced at hub by a single
blade of a balanced rotor
u
mth hsrmonic forces in x-j y-, and z-directions,
respectively, produced at hub by a single
blade of an unbalanced rotor
s
—
total forces in
respectively,
rotor
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X1-, yr-, and z-directions,
produced at hub by a balanced b
AFxIjdFyl,l!Fz
ffzmj’,&zmj’
total additional forces in x’-, y’-, and z-
directions, respectively, produced at hub by
rotor due to imbalances
coefficients of mth harmonic forces in x-, y-,
and z-directions, respectively, transmitted
to hub by a single blade (eqs. (1) and (8))
increments in values of f= ‘yzu9 ‘zm~ gxmj
~, and gzm for jth blade at azimuth posi-
tion *j due to proper~ imbalance of this
blade
increments in the values of fzm and gm
‘d_
for jth blade due to eccentricity imbalance
of this blade (eq. (23a))
{&@)eq~ (%@)eq>
b$
1
values of ~~~
(&@)eqJ(@@)eq’
Afymj) Afzmj> ~>
(%%l)eq’(&z@)eq
~, and &z@ which will produce same
effect as eccentricity imbalance or combined
property and eccentricity imbalance
J integer denoting azimuth position of a blade of rotor,
j = 0,1,2,. . .,n - 1 —
m integer denoting frequency of hsrmoni.cforces
n number of rotor blades
r distance of blade element from axis of rotation (fig. 1)
s distsmce along a blade, measured from root
t time
X,y,z Cartesian coordinate system of
tides with axis of rotation,
of blade; see fig. 1)
a rotating blade (z coin-
and x coincides with arm
X’,y’ fixed Cartesism coordinate system in plane of rotation of
rotor
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‘J
eccentricity imbalance of jth blade (eq. (21))
n magnitude of imbalance in blade angle of a blade
4 blade angle
P mass per unit length of a blade
w azimuth angle
$J azimuth position of jth blade In a balanced rotor (eq. (10))
*J ‘ azimuth position of jth blade in an unbalanced rotor
(eq. (21))
Q -l=
Subscripts:
e denotes
P denotes
t denotes
speed of rotor
eccentricity imbalances
property imbalances
coniblnedproperty and eccentricity imbalances
FORCES TRANSMITTED TO HUB BY WCED ELADES
A concise analysis of harmonic forces transmitted to the hub by n
balanced blades of a helicopter rotor is given in this section.
Forces Normal to Plane of Rotation of Blades
Let the mth harmonic force transmitted to the hub normal”to the
plane of rotation by a single rotating blade of a helicopter rotor of
n blades be
Fzm(W) = fzm sin mv + gzm cos mv (1)
where W is the azimuth position of the blade and fm and gm are
indeperidentof $. Then, at any instant, the total mth harmonic force
in the z direction due to all of the uniformly spaced blades will be
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FZm. y ~zmsin.(, + *) + gm cm B+ + +] (2)
j=o
If the blades are all exact~, alike, as is assumed in this
fzm and gm are the sams for alJ blades, that is, these
are independent of j.
It is observed that (e.g., as shown in ref. 2)
j=o
n-1 }
~ Cos +f + ~) =dm,n, Cos m..
j=o J
where the function (p(m,n) is defined byl
Q(m,n) = O if m is not a multiple of n
cp(m,n)= n if m is a multiple of n }
It then follows from equation (2) that for balanced blades
The total
harmonics
Fzm = q(m,n)(fzm SinmV+ gmcos m$)
section, then
coefficients
(4)
(5)
forces transmitted to the hub by n balanced blades over all
will be
w
IFz = Fzm (6)
m=o
be function p(m,n) can, if desired, be expressed in terms of the
comparatively familiar
for i # j and 51j =
Cp(m,n)= n5m,~(k = O,
Kronecker delta symbol ~ij defined by ~i~ = O
lfori= J. Thus,
1,2, l . .). 9
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Hence, from equation (5), it follows that
F= =n
x( fz,~ sin kn$+ gz,~ cos lm~)
&o
Forces in Rotor Plane of Rotation
Let (x,y) be Cartesian coordinate sxes in the plane of rotation of
the blades fixed to a typical blade of an n-bladed rotor and hence
rotating with the blade. Moreover, let (x’,y’) be fixed Csrtesian coor-
dinate axes in the rotor plane of rotation and let the anale between the
7
(7)
X! and x axes
to the hub in
instantaneous
be ~. Fi&ly, let the mth harmonic force= transmitted
the x and y directions by a single rotating blade at
azimuth position $ be
Fmls($-)= fm sin mv + g= cos m~
FW(*) = fm sin m$ + ~ cos mv
1
Then the forces in the x’- and y’-directions, due to F=
transmitted to the hub at any instant by the n uniformly
of the rotor sre
n-1
Fxim =
1[
~
1Fm(*~)cos ~j - FW($~)sin Wj
J=o
n-1
‘y’m = Z[ 1Fm(V~)sin Vj +FW(Vj)COS ~jj=o
(8)
snd FWs,
spaced blades
(9)
where
$jsw+q (10)
and Fm(Wj) ~d Fws(*j) are obtained flromequations (8) by
replacing ~ by ~j there. For identical blades, fm, fW, g-,
and gW are all independent of j.
l
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The following well-known trigonanetric relations sre noted:
[1 in(A + B) + sin(A -sinAcosB=Zs Bfl1
cos A COS B = $[co:(A + B) + cos(A - ~~
} (11)
[( 1]sin Asin B=~cosA -B)- cos(A+B)
By using equations (11) and (3) in conjunction with equations (9) and
then summing over all harmonics m, the following expressions are
obtained for the total loads in the x’- and y’-directions transmitted
by n balanced blades to the hub:
Fx, =:
1[
Q(m+l, n)[(f=- ~)sin(m+ 1)*+ (&+ fm)cos(m+l)~ +
m==
1
“d
q(m-l,n) ~fm+~)sin(m- 1)$+ (g_- fw)cos(m- l)q]
J
~{ 1(12) b’Fyt =$ cp(m+l,n)~&- fn)cos(m+l)v+ (~+ ffi)sin(m+l)~ +
q(m-l,n)
Equations (12)
Fxl=~n
}J[(,m+~)c=(m-l)*+ (fm-g=)sin(m- l)?
can be written in a sli@tly more explicit form as
I k.fx,kn-1 - gy,kn-1 + fx,kn+l + gy,kn+l)sin ~$ + )
&o
1(&, kn-1 + fy,kn-1 + %,kn+l - fy,ti+l)cos ~$
u1Fyt . in %yJkn-1 - fx,kn-1 + fx,kn+l + gy,kn+l)cos ~$ +
k=o
1(%,h-l+fY,k-I + fy,ti+l - gx,~+l)sin ~$
(13)
where
fx,-1 = fy,-1 = gx,-1 = gy,-1 = o
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In all the preceding equations, the explicit
l forces on time follows from the relation $ = Klt
lax speed of the rotor and t is the time.
General Iiuplications
9
dependence of the
where $2 is the angu-
From equation (7), it is seen that the only frequencies produced
at the hub in a direction normal to the plane of rotation of the blades
by all of the n balanced blades of a rotor will be harmonics which are
multiples of n. Moreover, only those harmonics transmitted by a single
blade which are multiples of n will contribute to the net forces at
the hub produced by the n blades.
From equations (12) and (13), it is seen that, as in the case of
forces normal to the plane of rotation, the net forces produced at the
hub in the plane of rotation by all of the n blades of a balanced rotor
will be harmonics which are multiples of n. From equations (12) and
k’ (13), it also follows, however, that the forces transmitted by a single
blade which contribute to the net forces transmitted by n blades will
be those harmonics which differ by 1 from the multiples of n. For
4 example, for a balanced rotor of three blades, the net forces act~ at
the hub, in and normal to the rotor plane of rotation, due to the n
blades will be the zeroth (static), third, sixth, and so forth harmonics.
These same harmonics acting on a single blade normal to the plane of
rotation will contribute to the net normQ forces acting at the hub. On
the other hand, the first, second, fourth, fifth, seventh, and so forth
harmonic forces acting on a single blade in the plane of rotation will
contribute to the net forces acting in the plane of rotation at the hub.
A tabular sumnary, without formal derivation, illustrating these results
is given in reference 1.
FYornequations (13), it can be shown directly, by determining
(Fxi2 + Fyr2), that the magnitude of the resultant force in the plane
of rotation transmitted to the hub by a balanced rotor will be constant
with th, or independent of V, if and only if a single net harmonic
force acts at the hub and only a single harmonic force acting on an
individual blade has contributed to this net harmonic force at the hub.
In such a case, this net force at the hub till rotate with constant
magnitude in the plane of rotation at angular speed equal to a multiple
of rLl (usually n$l itself).
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FORCES TRANSMIZ’TEDTO HUB NORMAL TO PLANE
OF ROTATION BY UNIMIANCED RLADES
In this section, the general effect of Imbalances in a rotor of n
blades on the net forces transmitted to the hub normal to the plane of
rotation of the blades is derived. This effect, in general, can be
expressed in the form of increments in the harmonic loads transmitted
by a balanced rotor. General expressions for these increments till be
developed here. Property imbalances, eccentricity imbalances, and corn.
bined property and eccentricity imbalances will be considered.
Property Imbalances
Consider a rotor with n uniformly spaced blades. Then, at any
instant, the blades may be considered to be situated at azimuth angles
Wj(j =0,1,2,...,n- 1) in accordance with equation (10). Con-
sidering the blade at azimuth W. as a reference blade, suppose that
any other blade at azimuth Vj(j # O) has properties different from
those of the reference blade. Then for a given azimuth position, this
blade will as a result transmit dynamic or aerodynamic forces to the hub
different from those transmitted by the reference blade when the latter
is at this position. Let the total mth harmonic-force component trans-
mitted to the hub by the reference blade normal to the plane of rotation
be given by the right side of equation (l). Then the total mth harmonic-
force component transmitted to the hub in the z-direction by an unbal-
anced blade when it is at any azimuth position, will be
F@(II_) = (fm+ ~za)sindf+ (gzm+4jzd)cos m~ (14)
Here, &?z@ and Qz@ denote the increments in the amplitudes of
the mth harmonic forces transmitted to the hub by the jth blade due to
its property imbalance. If several blades have imbalances, then equa-
tion (14) holds for each of these blades, with a different value of
N zmj ~d L%zm for each blade.
-i
.-
&
—
The total mth harmonic force transmitted to the hub in the
z-direction by the uniformly spaced, but different, blades is
.
b
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‘z~ = y ‘m(h) (15)
J=o
where Fz~(~J) is obtained from equation (14) by replacing W by VJ.
Equation (15) yields
FZm ‘ (Fzm)b + (MZ&
()where Fzm b is given by the right side
n-1
—
p%m)p= )’ (flii?z~ sin m$j
w
According to equation
l
net mth hsrmonic load
ji=!ll
of equation (2) while
(16)
+ 4&mj Cos dj) (17)
(16), (~m)p represents the
transmitted to the hub by the
their itialances. Summing over all hsmnonics, it is
of these increments is
where
increment in the
n blades due to
found that the total
(18%)
n-1
Aa
1(
21mlj
zm = Af~ Cos n—- )Agzti sin ~
J=l
n-1
&
1(
2Y’rmj
zm = Afz@ sin ~ )+ &z@ Cos *
j=l 1
Equations (l&) and (18b) can be used to calculate directly the
effect of property imbalances in the rotor blades on the net forces
transmitted to the hub, if the effect of each property inibalanceon the
forces acting on a single blade is known, that is, if the values of
~zmj -d z%q are known.
.
.
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Equations (l&) and (18b) indicate that the effect of property
imbalances in a rotor is to transmit to the hub in the z-direction addi- k
tional forces In all harmonics. This is in contrast to the case of bal-
anced blades, in which only harmonics which are multiples of the number
of blades are transmitted to the hub normal to the plane of rotation.
The first harmonics, in particular, in equations (l&) and (18b) may
have appreciable amplitudes.
As a numerical example, to illustrate order of magnitude, consider
a rotor of three blades with the following values of the had coeffi-
cients in pounds:
g~()= 1516 fz~ = -1561 : gz~ = -1078
1
fz2 = 162.2 g~z = -76.3 fz3 = 78.7
1
(19)
gzzj = -64”3 f~ =12.2 Q+ = 1.8
J
Then, according to equation (7), the net nonstatic force transmitted by
the three balanced blades will be a third harmonic force with an ampli-
tude of 3 (78.7)2 + (64.3)2 = 305 pounds. Suppose now that one of the
blades, corresponding to j = 1, for example, has a slightly different
blade angle, nsmsly, 8 = ~o(l + q), from that of the other two (0 = $o~.
For purposes of a simple order-of-magnitude calculation, it may be ‘
assumed that the forces transmitted to the hub in the z-direction by a
single blade are proportional to the blade angle. Then for the blade
Jat = 1, Afz~ = ~fzm ad &z~ = qgzm. Hence equations (18b) yield
ZkLzm
(
.qfzmcosy -
)
gzm sin ~
Al)
(
%cm 23rm
zm =qfmsin~+gzmcos ~ )
2These values, and all other values given in succeeding numerical
examples in this report, are based on theoretical calculations which
were made in ref. 4 for a three-bladed helicopter of gross weight
4,66o pounds in forward flight at an advance ratio v of 0.3. Ref. 4
is essentially a slight modification of the analysis and calculations
made in ref. 2. The rotating (x,y,z) coordinate system pertinent to
these calculations is shown in fig. 1.
—
.
.
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With the data in equations (19), equation (l&) thus
()@ 2P= q(1516 + 1713 sin ~ - 811 COS
147.1 sin 2$ - 102.3 cos 2* +
78.7 sin3~ - 64.3 cos 3* -
7.66 sin 4+ + 9.7 cos 4*)
yields
*-
(20)
The most important additional nonstatic harmonic-load component which
occurs here is the first harmonic load, which has an amplitude of
l,%)Oq pounds. ThUS, if ~ = 0.02, the imbalances here produce a first
harmonic-load component at the hub with an amplitude which is 0.82 per-
cent of the gross helicopter weight, but which is 12.7 percent of the
amplitude of the net (third) harmonic load transmitted by balanced
blades.
Eccentricity Imbalances
‘Todetermine the effect of unequal azimuth spacings of the blades,
it will first be assumed that all the blades of the rotor are exactly
alike.
Let the azimuth angle of each of the n blades of a rotor, at any
instant, be
(21)
where J =0, 1,2, . ..landnd ~. = O, so that the blade corre-
sponding to j = C) will be considered as the reference blade. For
uniform azimuth spacing, Ej=o for all values of j. The mth bar.
monic forces transmitted to the hub in the z-direction by all n blades
are
n-l
Fm =
Z( f= sin mvj’ + gzm cos ~~’)
j=o ‘
(22)
Subtracting the result for uniformly spaced blades, equation (22) Iea&
to the following expression for the increments in these forces:
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n-1
(23a)(mZLU)e= ~ [&ZDIJ’ ‘in ‘Vj + ‘kl’ ‘Os ‘*j)
j=o
where *j is given by equation (10) and
M zmj~ = fzm(cos mes- 1) - gmsinmed
1
(23b)
%zmj ‘ = ‘zm ‘in ‘Ej + gzm(’”s ‘ej - 1}
For small values of ~Jj equations (23b) to first powers of GJ become:
A comparison of equations (23a) with equation
effect of eccentricity imbalances is equivalent to
For example, the effect of eccentricity Imbalances
each blade has property imbalances such that
where
‘zmj’ and ~m ‘ are given by equations
(23c)
(17) shows that the
property imbalances.
can be produced if
(24a)
(23b) or (23c) and
*’
.
the subscript eq denotes property Mba.lances which will produce the
same results as the given eccentricity imbalances. For small spacing
differences, these equivalence relationships become3
(“zWl)eq = ‘Wzm’il
1
(24b)
(&zmJ)eq = ‘izm~j
From equations (23a) and (23b) it follows that the total increments,
over all harmonics, in the loads transmitted to the hub normal to the plane
of rotation which are due to nonuniform azimuth sPac~gs of the blades are ._
%he most general equivalence relations can be obtained by writing
(Azm)eq = “zm ‘d (&zmleq = “zm and ‘sing ‘qWtions “m) ‘d
(25b) (or (25c)).
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(N.)e = ~(A’zm ‘in ‘v + “ZUI ‘Os ‘w) (25a)
m
where
L!a’zm
Ab’m
and ~z~j ‘ and
(23c). For small
become
n-1
1(
- &z@ ‘ ~os 2mj 2fimj= )—-&.@’ ‘inyn
J=l
1
(25b)
n-1
=
1(
A??zmj )‘ sin~+ &w’ ..6=n n
j=l
&.mj ‘ are given explicitly by equations (23b) and
eccentricities in the blade spacings, equations (25b)
Equations (23) and (25) are
a direct calculation of the
j=l
n-l
~o’ 2Ycmj
‘- gzm
I
)j
‘in 21mlj
n ‘j T
J=l
(25c)
convenient general expressions permitting
effect of eccentricity imbalances.
As a numerical example, consider a rotor with three identical
blades with the load coefficients given in equations (19). If the
blades were equally spaced, the angles between two ad~acent blades would
be ~ radians. Suppose that the angle between the reference blade
(j =0) and the succeeding blade (j = 1) is ~ti+El and that the third
4X adians.blade is separated from the reference blade by an angle ~ r
If it is assumed that I’ll ‘< 1 then equations (25c) yield
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&’m =
Ab’zm =
Evaluating &‘ ~m and
(-WI gzm Cos )= +fzm sin -3 3
(
2fim g
)
2fim
—-mel fzm cos 3 ~m sin —
3
Lb’zm from the data In equations (19’) and
inserting them into equation (25a) yield
()s z e= ~1(813 sin v+1715 cos v+206 sin 2$-294 cos 2V+ . . .) (26)
The magnitude of the first harmonic-load coqonent in (~z)e is thus
—
+ (1715)2 = 1900G1 pounds. If El = 0.02 radian (which iS
1.15°),then this produces a first harmonic force at the hub with an
amplitude of 38 pounds, which is L2.5 percent of the mnplitude of the ~
net third harmonic load transmitted to the hub by balanced blades.
v
Simultaneous Property and Eccentricity Imbalances
If the n blades of a rotor have both property and eccentricity
l
imbalances, then equations (15) or (22) must be replaced by
n-1
F
~~
f + ~z~)sin m~j 1‘+(gzm+&@)coszdfj’zm = zm (27)
j=o
It is assumed that Mm = Lgzmo = e. = O; that is, the blade at J = O
is taken as a reference blade. Subtracting from equation (27) the net
load transmitted by balanced blades, the following general expression
is obtained for the increments in the mth harmonic forces transmitted to
the hubby a rotor with both property and eccentricity imbalances:
(“zm)t = ~{~zm~os m~j - 1) + APzd cos m~j -
j=o .—
J
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l
Summing over all harmonics, it is found that the total of these incre-
. ments is
(f%)t = ~(~”nnsin my + &~’zm cos mv) (29a)
m
gm(cos m~J-
J}
1) + &@ cos m~j sin Xn
*
I
(29b)
n-1 .
.
For small imbalances,
and ej reduce to
n-1 ,-
j=l
n-1
Ab’[m =
I [(Af~ -
j=l
J
eqyations (29b) to first powers of ~zmj, &zmjj
A comparison of equations (29a) and (29c) tith equtions (1%),
(18b), (25a), and (25c) shows that, for small imbalances, the effect of
simultaneous property and eccentricity imbalances can be obtained simply
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by superposition, that 1s, by adding the load increments due to property
imbalances alone to the load increments due to eccentricity imbalances
alone. In this regard, it w also be noted that the effect of small
simultaneous property and eccentricity imbalances is equivalent to that
of small property imbalances alone. This equivalence relation may, for
example, be given by
(&z@)eq= ‘* - WZM~j
1
(30)
(&z@)eq = 43z@ + @z&j
From this equation it is seen that the effect of property imbalances my
either be diminished or increased in any harmonic by a simultaneous eccen-
tricity imbalance, depending on the signs of &~, Z!gm, and ej.
As a numerical example, consider a rotor of three blades having the
property imbalances discussed in the first exsmple above and the eccen-
tricity imbalances discussed in the second example. Since these inibal-
ances are small, the principle of superposition justified above is valid,
and the increments in the loads due to each imbalance alone may be added.
Thus the additional first-harmonic load produced by the simultaneous
imbalances is
If q = 0.02 and c1 . 0.02, the amplitude of this harmonic Is
f(50.5)2+ (18.0)2=53 .5 pounds.
—
FORCES TRANSMITTED TO HUB IN PLANE OF
ROTATION BY UNZWIANCFLDBLADES
The effect of imbalances in a rotor of n blades on the forces
transmitted to the hub in the rotor plane of rotation will be derived
herein. The effects of property imbalances in one or more of the blades,
nonuniform spacing between the blades, and the combination of these
inibalanceswill be considered. As in the section on balanced blades, a
fixed Cartesian coordinate system (x’,y’) in the plane of rotation and
a system (x,y) rotating with a blade will be used.
*
w
-.
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Effects of Froperty Iiibalances
8
At any instant, let the n blades of a rotor have azimuth angles
*J. Moreover, let any blade at ~~(j # O) have properties different
from the”corresponding properties of the reference blade at ~o. men,
if the mth hmmonic forces transmitted to the hub at any instant in the
x- and y-directions by the reference blade are given by the right sides
of equations (8), the corresponding forces transmitted to the hub at
this instant by the Jth blade are
where Mm, ~, Af@, and ~ are the increments in the blade
? force coefficients f=, gw fym) and ~ respectively, due to the
property imbalance. The total forces transmitted to the hub by all n
blades can be obtained from equations (9) and (10) by reP~cin6 F- (Yj)
.
and Fp(Vj) in equation (9) by ~=(tj) ~d ~WS(Vj) ~ accor~ce
with eqyations (31). The following expressions for the additional loads
transmitted to the hub because of these property imbalances are thus
obtained:
n-1
(32a)
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9
(4g~ - &?~)cos(m + l)vj +
(* +“Af*)cos(In - 1)*J] (32b)
Equations (32) can be written more explicitly In the following form:
(~x’), = ~ (A%’ m sin mv + ~~im COs m~)
(Ny’)p = ~(~lm sin m~ + ~!m Cos m~)
1
(33)
m
where
n-1
%’1 = ~ ~ p%-oj+f%2j + *J- + + (Q3xoj- ej +%@)-%]
j-l
(33d
.
$
.
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For m: 2:
.
n-1
Lla#m=+ N ?z@‘x,M-1, j - ~y,m-l, J ‘“X, LUS1,j + ~,Mcl-l, J)cos n
j=l
+
1(-*x,m-l, j “ ‘y,m-1, j - @x,mSl, j+ ‘y, IlkFl,j)sin *
n-1
+!m. ~ II %,m-1, j+ ‘y,m-1, j+ %,msl, j- ~y,m+l, j)cos %m +
j=l
f%x,mtl,j) Cos *+
(‘x, m-l,j - *y, m-l,j- 1~x,w, j- 4y, m+l,j)sin *
n-1
~,m=*
~[
2fijm+
‘&x, m-l,j+ ~,m-1, j+ ‘x, m+l,j + ~,m+l, j)cos ~
j=l
(~y,m-1, j 1+ &x, m-1,j+ ‘y,til, j- &x, WI, j)sin ~
(33b)
From equations (33), it is seen that the additional forces trans-
mitted to the hub due to property inibalancesin the blades are composed
of all harmonics. This Is In contrast to the net forces transmitted by
balanced blades, which consist only of those harmonics which are multi-
ples of the nuaiberof rotor blades. This was also the case in the pre-
vious section which dealt with forces applied along the sxis of rotation.
On the other hand, in that section it was seen that only the mth harmonics
acting on a single blade contribute to the net mth harmonic forces at the
hub (whether the blades are balanced or unbalanced), whereas here the hsr-
monics acting on a single blade which contribute to the net mth harmonic
forces at the hub are the (m+ l)th and the (m - l)th harmonics. This
conclusion may be particularly significant for the additional
22
first and
depend on
acting on
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second hsrmonic forces produced at the hub, since these will
the relatively large zeroth (static) and first harmonic forces w
a single rotating blade.
The instantaneousmagnitude of the total force increment in
equations (33) is
~~. In general, this vsries with ~
and hence with time. It is independent of time under conditions similar
to those for balanced blades. Of the various harmonic components in
equations (33), the first harmonic will usually be of Weatest practical
interest since the zeroth harmonic Is a static load, while the higher
harmonics have smaller amplitudes. If the contribution of the second-
harmonic forces acting on a single blade are neglected in comparison with
the static forces, while the y-components of the statiq forces are also
neglected, as will be justified in the succeeding paragraph, the fol-
lo~ng e~ression is o%,ined for the square of
additional first harmonic forces transmitted to
(~[~ sin V + Lbxtl cos V)2 + (~1~ sin V
(1
n-1 2
) (1~oJ Cos + + ‘-l )
2
%0$ ‘in %?
\ j=l / \J=l /
The magnitude of this additional first harmonic
approximately constant with time and hence this
the ma~it~e of the
the hub:
.
is thus seen to be
additional force tom.
ponent will rotate with constent magnitude, givenby equation (34), at
an angular velocity equal to that of the rotor angular velocity Q.
(34) ‘
If the x-axis is chosen to coincide with the arm of a blade, then
the static load transmitted to the hub by a single blade will be almost
4entirely the centrifugal force component in the x-direction . Thus,
JLgxo 2?f12 pr dso (35)
where P(S) is the mass per unit length of a blade, r is the distance
of a blade mass element p ds from the rotor axis of rotation, 1 is
the length of the blade, and s is the distance along the blade measured
from its root. From equation (35), the value of AgxOj for a given
here will be a relatively small centrifugal force component in the
y-direction due to blade lagging. There may also be some slight aero-
dynamic static force components in the x-direction. (See, e.g., ref. 2.) l
#
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i
property imbalance (e.g., a change in p(s)) can be readily calculated
. if the slight effects of blade flaming and lagging (cf., e.g., ref. 2)
are neglected, ad r is therefore replaced by (s + Sl), where S1 is
the distance of the root of an unreflected blade from the axis of rotation.
As a numerical example, a three-bladed rotor with the following
data for the blade force coefficients (in pounds) is considered:
gxo = WA4 ~. = -1878 fxl= -245.8 gti =774.6 fyl=4L.3
gyl = 344.2 ffi .-335.9 g- .-60.9 fW .-65.5 ~ = -141.4 1 (36)
fx3 = 9.3 gx3 = -26”2 fy3 = -~”1 gy3 = -55”5’
J
If the blades are perfectly balanced, then according to equations (12)
or (13), the following net forces will be transmitted to the hub in the
plane of rotation:5
FXI = ~ (733.3 -394.5 sin 3V - E6.4 cos 39 + . . .)
Fy , = ~ (98.4 - E6.4 Sin 3$+ 394.5 COS 3~+ . . .)
Consequently, the nonstatic force component transmitted to the hub in
the plane of rotation will have a constant magnitude of 413 pounds and
will rotate with an angular speed of 3fl. Suppose now that one of the
blades, corresponding to j = 1, for example, has a slightly different
mass distribution from that of the other two, causing sm increment in
MI of ~o~ for this blade. Then according to equation (%), the
main effect of this increment is to transmit to the hub an additional
force in the first hsrmonic (i.e., of frequency Q) uith an amplitude
II‘f pxoll = ‘%co = ~y9~ po~ds) “here “ = ~ l If th’=~al=ce
iS such that m = 0.02, then the amplitude of the additional first har-
monic will be 259 pounds or 62.7 percent of the amplitude of the third-
harmonic force transmitted to the hub by balanced blades.
Effects of Eccentricity Imbalances
If the n blades of a rotor are identical but have a nonuniform
azimuth spacing *J’ givenby equation (21), then in equations (9) ~j
%he contributions of the fourth hsx’moniccoefficients fx4, gxk,
fy4J and gy4 have been neglected here.
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must be replaced by *J’. In this manner, the following e~ressions
are obtained for the additional forces transmitted to the hub by all.
n blades:
n-1
(~x’)e = $ 11( {
sin(m+ l)YJ (fm - ~)[cos(m+ l)eJ - J-
m j=l
1(gm+ fw)s~n(m+ I)Ej +
{
cos(m+ l)yj (gm+ fm)[cos(m + l)ej
1
-1+
(f= -
1
~)sin(m+ l)ej +
sin(m -
{
l)~j (f~ + gym)[cos(m - 1)~j - 1] -
(ga -
}
fm)sin(m - l)ej +
cos(m -
{
Q*J (gxm - fm) [cos(m - 1l)ej-1+
(fm + gv)sin(m - 1)ej
})
m@Y’)e = * ‘-1 {sln(m + l)wj (fW + gm)[cos(m + l)ej - 1] -m j=l
(~ - fm)sin(m +
{
cos(m + I)tj (gym
(f= + ~)sln(m +
{
sti(m - l)VJ (f~
(fm + ~)sin(m -
cos(m -
[
1)*J (fxm
(fYm - gm)sin(m -
(37a)
(3n) ,
“
.J
4J
.
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A comparison of these equations with equations (32) shows that the
effect of eccentricity imbalances in this case is equivalent to property
imbalances, as in the case of forces normal to the plane of rotation.
For example, the effect of eccentricity iribalancesmbe obtainedby
property imbalances which are chsracterizedby increments (~~)eq,
(&~)eq, and so forth ~ the forces on a single blade, SUCh that
(“=J)eq- (%rrnJ)eq=
(f= - ~)[cos(m+l)cj - il - (~+ f~)sin(m+ 1)~~
(&@)eq + (%Q)eq =
(~+ fW) ~os(m + 1)ej - ~ + (f= - ~)sin(m + 1).J
(“ti)eq + (%@)eq =
( )[ (f=+gm cosm- ](l)~j - 1 - gm- f=)sin(m - l)=J
(%)eq - (%@)eq =
(g= - fm)~os(m - l)eJ - ~ + (f=+ ~)sin(m - l)ej
Solving these equtions for the equivalent property-imbalance increments
yields
(&@)eq
(%)eq
(&Y@) eq
(%)eq
f=(cos m~j Cos ej - 1) + gw sinmeJ sin lj +
‘w
sin e~ cos me-j- &sinmeJ cos E3
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small eccentricity imbalances, these relations, to first powers of
become6
— . . r--~ . .,,
(38c)
lowing expressions give the additional loads, due to eccentricity imbal-
ances; transmitted to the hub in the plane of rotation of a rotor of n
identical blades.
1
(@’xi)e = ~(~’x,m sti m~ + &’xfm cos mv)
m
(Nyt)e = ~(~’y,m sin@+ Lb’ytm cos xnv)
m
where
I
:
~lx,,=*nf [cos~~-2gyo+f=+ .y2)(cos.,- .)+ ,,,a,
J=l
(-2gfl - 1gfi + f~)sin Ej +
[sin% 2g@ -f- -~)sin ~j +
(-2gxo - %c2 + fyp)(cos ~j - q]}
(Eqs. (39a) continued on ne~ Me c)
he most general equivalence relations can be obtained by writing
(%,m)eq = “x,m~ (@x,m)eq = ~’xlm, and so forth ad by using eq~-
tions (33a), (33b), (39a), ad (3%).
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(%3 + ~ - ffl)(Cos .3- q +
[%0sin a -2 + f- + gy2)(co. ~j -n 1) +
.
J=i ‘
(%0 + fx2 + E@(cos .J - 1)] +
K
2%1 zg~ + fy2 -sin —
n 13e) (Cos ~J - d +
(-2@ - f= - g~)sin e~I}
(39a)
For m? 2:
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Y
n-1
ZkLtxlm.*
z{ ~
~o~ Zfijm f
T x,m-1- gy,m-l+ ‘x,w1+ ~,kL) (coS mej - 1) +
&l
(~,m-1 + ‘y,m-l + %,ml. -fy,w~)(-sin meJ] +
sti *
~
‘fx,m-l + ~,m-1 - ‘x,p+l - gy,m+l)sin m~J -
(gx,m-1 + ‘fy,m-l+ %,111+1
- fy,W~)(cos me~ - lj}
@,x,m= ~~{cos *~X,WI - .y,m.. + fx,m+. + q,m+.)sinm.~ +
j=l’
(gx,m-1 + ‘y, m-l + gX,IIkl-1 -
~
sin ~ fx,m-1 - gy,m-1 +
(%Y - fx m-~+ fx,wl+ q,wl 1)(-sin mej) +,m-1 J
s~= f
~
y,m-1 + gx,m-l+ ‘y,r+l - gx,m+l)(-sin ~<) +n
(‘x,m-1 -
n-1
“y’m= ~
z{
Cos
J=l
(fy,m-1 +
gy,m-1 - fx,m+l - ey,m+l)(cos m~j - lj’J)
[%Zl?&lQk ,m-l- fx,wl + fx,wl+ ~,wl) (COS meJ- 1)+
13X,*1 + fy, nwl -
sin&# i% -f,m-1 x,m-1 +
(‘y,m-l + gx,m-1 +f y,m+l -
%C,IE+I)(sin mejjj+
fX,m+l + q,m+l) (-’fi + +
->
9
*
4“
.
(39b)
.
c’
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For small eccentricity
. powers of ~j become
29
imbalances, equations (39a) snd (39b) to first
&b’xfo = o
~’y’o ‘0
L
&l
.
+
+
‘ (39C)
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For m~ 2:
.
n-l
[.
_ J’$
~o~ 2atm +
Aa’x, m = * m (-gx,m-l - fy,m-l- g~,m+l + ‘y,m+l) ej +)
=
n+l
( M )1sin 2fijm-f~,m-1 + ~,nl-1 - ‘x,~l - %,~1) ‘j n
J=l
n-1
Ab’xl~ = *
[m (fx,m-l - gy,m-l+ ‘x,m+l+ ~,nwl) 1(
)EJ Cos ~ +
j=l
n-1
)1([-fy,m-l - %,m-1 - ‘y,m+l + ‘X,W1 ‘j
jd
n-l
&) ’yfm = *
[
m (fy,m-1+ gx,m-1+ ‘y,wl 1(- !&,ml) =j
j=l
(-%y,m-l+ ‘x,m-l - ‘x,m+l - %,wl)nf(’$jsl
1sin 2fijm ,n
)Cos aJm +T
From eqyations (39), it is seen that eccentricity imbalances in a
rotor, as in all of the previous cases of Malances, till produce at
the hub additional loads of all harmonics and not only those which are
multiples of the number of blades. Moreover, the (m + I)th ~d the .
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(m - l)th harmonic forces acting on a single rotating blade will contrib-
ute to the mth harmonic force transmitted to the hub.
Of particular practical interest in ordinary cases will be the
increment in the first hsrmonic load transmitted to the hub. This may
be especially large because of the contribution of the static blade
forces to its magnitude. The contribution of only the blade static
(zeroth harmonic) load in the x-direction to this additional first
harmonic load will now be considered. This has atieady been justified
in the derivation of equation (34). For small eccentricity inibalances,
the magnitude of the first harmonic load component according to equa-
tions (39) is then found to be
6
where ~ is the centrifugal load given by equation (35). For the
special cases
. becomes
for n = 2,
for n = 3,
of rotors with two, three, or four blades, this eqmtion
Ael . g~el (kOb)
(40C)
22 + (E1 - 63)2 (40d)
These equations show that, for a rotor of three blades, eccentricity
imbalsmces of opposite signs will enhance each other appreciably. For
a rotor of four blades, the effect of eccentricity inibalancesis seen
to depend on the azimuth angles between alternate blades.
As a numerical example, in order to indicate order of magnitude,
consider a three-bladed rotor with g~ = 1.2,94kpounds. If the angles
between the reference blade (j . O) and the succeeding bbdes at J = 1
and j
‘2 ‘e($fi+el) ~
radians end -Z radians, respectively, then
according to equation (40c) the magnitude of the additional first hsrmonic
. force transmitted to the hub in the plane of rotation by this inibalance
9
32
will be & = 12,944e1 pounds. If el = 0.02
Ael = 259 pounds, which is 62.7 percent of the
harmonic force transmitted by balanced blades.
NACA
radian (1.150),
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Simultaneous Property and Eccentricity Inibalances
If the n blades of a rotor have simultaneous property and eccen-
tricity imbalances, then equations (9) and (10) must be modified to the
form
Fxlnl = y[adb’)-b’ - %ms(’fwn*J]
j=o
\ (41)
FY%l = y~m(wsinw +%ls(w=”i’IJ
J=o
where ~= and 7W “arethe mth harmoni-cindividual blade force
coefficients given by equations (31) With *J rep~ced by ‘lJ’.
By using straightforwardtrigonometric manipulations and summing
over all harmonics m, it is possible to derive from equations (41)
general explicit expressions for the additional harmonic forces trans-
mitted to the hub by simultaneous proyerty and eccentricity imbalances.
For the case in which both types of imbalances are sufficiently smalS.
so that powers of
~.m,j) ~y@, 43@) &y@) and ~j above the
first canbe neglected, it can be shown that the effect of the simul-
taneous imbalances can be obtained by superposition of the effects of
property imbalances alone and the effects of eccentricity imbalances
alone. Thus the increments in the forces produced at the hub by the
simultaneous blade imbalances can be e~ressed as
-.
L
53
.
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A9’’xtm = +,m+
Lb’’x, m = Z!bx,m +
~“y’nl = Z!iym +
~“yhl = ~y’m+
E~licit expressions for the right sides
Aa’xlm
1
(42b)
&’x, m
~’y ’m
“y’m
1
of equations (42b) can be
obtained directly from equatiofi (33b), (33c), (39d), &d (39e).
It may be further noted that the effect of simultaneous property
and eccentricity imbalances can be shown to be equivalent to property
imbalances alone. For exaaple, the effect of small simultaneous prop-
erty and eccentricity imbalances can be obtained by property imbalances
characterized by the following equations:
(&mj)eq = %@ - (%un+ fyIu)~j 1
(43)
(%mj)eq = %mj+ (%aa- gym)~j
(&wJ)eq ‘ ~ymj- (W$J7II- f~)ej
(%mj)eq “ %@ + (Ww + g=)~j
1
A cmnpsrison of equations (43) yith equations (38c) i~ustrates further
the principle of superposition for small inibalances.
As has been previously explained, the additional first harmonics,
due almost entirely to the static centrifugal forces exerted by each
blade, till ordinarily be of particular practical interest. If the
effect of the centrifugal forces in the x-direction only is considered,
then for small simultaneous property and eccentricity imbalances, the
additional first harmonic force components, according to equations (42),
(33), ~d (39), will be
[PWt]l=Aa’’xll sin * + Ab’’xll Cos *
~~YOt]l 1
(44a)
= Aa’’y,lsin $+ A“ytl cos ~
—
34
where
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Aa’’x,~ =
Ab’’x,l =
&L’’yfl =
Ab’’y,l=
From these equations,
force in the plane of
n-1
1( )-%oj ‘in % - ~jgxo Cos wj=l
n-1
1( )
~j cos & - eJ~ sin ~
-1
(44?))
j=l
A-b”xq
-Z!a”x ,1
the amplitude of the
rotation is constant
J
additional first harmonic
with time and has the value d
(44C)
For the special case in which the simultaneousproperty and eccentricity
imbalances occur in a single
equation (WC) yields
k = ~%Ok)2 +
where a ~ &xOk/gxO-
As a numerical example,
blade, correspondingto j = k, for example,
consider an
I’3xo= 12,944 pounds (as In-the previous
the blade correspondingto j = k has a
n-bladed rotor for which
numerical -examples)and in which
property imbalance characterized
by u = 0.02 and an eccentricity hbalance Gk = 0.02. Then
At- = 366 pounds, which is 88.5 percent of the ~litude of the th~d
harmonic force transmitted by the balanced blades of the three-bladed
rotor of the preceding examples. It may be noted that this result is
independent of the signs of a and ~k.
—
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
FYom the present analysis of the net forces transmitted to the hub
by a rotor of n blades with property and eccentricity imbalances, the
following concluding remarks may be made:
The effect of imbalances in the rotor blades is to produce at the
hub, both in and normal to the rotor plane of rotation, additional forces
in all of the harmonics. The magnitudes of the additional lower harmonics
may be especially appreciable. The effect of eccentricity imbalances, or
nonuniform spacing between the blades, is equivalent to the effect of ProP-
erty imbalances, or property differences among the blades. The magnitude
of the first harmonic forces transmitted to the hub in the plsme of rota-
tion of the blades by property or eccentricity imbalances may be especially
high because of the influence of the static centrifugal forces exerted by
the blades. The effect of small simultaneous property and eccentricity
inibslancesin a rotor is equivalent to the superposition of the effects of
. property tibalances alone and the effects of eccentricity imbalances alone.
Explicit general expressions have been derived for the calculation of all
of the additional harmonic forces transmitted to the hub both in and nor-
. mal to the plane of rotation by property and eccentricity imbalances in
an n-bladed rotor. These e~ressions are given in terms of the forces
transmitted to the hub by a single rotating blade. FW convenient ref-
erence, a concise analysis of forces tr-titted to the hub bY a bal~ced
rotor of n blades is given. Numerical exam@es are given to indicate
the order of magnitude of the results obtained herein.
Polytechnic Institute of Erookl.yn,
BrookQn, N. Y., JmuarY29, 1957.
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(a) Space view.
REL
(b) Plan view.
Figure 1.- Coordinate syste~ (x,y,z) rotating with a blade.
.
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